Abstract review process:
guidelines for abstract evaluation
All abstracts will be evaluated by two different and independent reviewers, who are members of the
International Scientific Committee.
Steps in the review process
1. Reviewers evaluate each abstracts for both scientific quality and practical implications by scoring
them on a 1 to 10 scale for each of the two parameters (1 = very low, 10 = very high). In conclusion,
abstracts can receive a minimum of 4 points and a maximum of 40 points in total.
2. Reviewers make recommendations whether abstracts should be accepted as oral communication,
flash poster presentation or poster.
3. Reviewers also make recommendations regarding the final conclusion among these options:
accepted, minor revision, major revision, rejected.
Selection procedure of ORAL presentation – only for abstracts where authors opted in for an oral
presentation
1. Abstracts are ranked top to the bottom within each topic according to their total score (40 to 4
points) and filled into the slots of the particular session; usually there are 6 slots available per session.
2. Selection as ‘oral presentation’ only, if not both reviewers recommend the abstract for ‘poster’.
3. Selection as ‘poster’, if the same author has already an oral presentation in the same or another
session.
Selection procedure of POSTER FLASH TALKS presentation – only for abstracts where authors opt for
a poster flash talk
1. Abstracts proposed for oral presentations or flash talk presentation and not selected as oral
presentation are ranked top to the bottom according to their total score (40 to 4 points).
2. Selection from top to the bottom as ‘poster flash talk’, if not both reviewers recommend the abstract
for ‘poster’.
3. Selection as ‘poster’, if the same author has already an oral presentation or poster flash talk in the
same or another session
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